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,Great Hill ,is Crowded

,
bv Ed Coop
Why are the' Great Hill dorms
filled beyond their capaCity'?
According to Vice President of
Student Life David P. Deep, it is
because the anticipated no-shows
showed up.

The school has converted 16
rooms in the dorms into 3-bed
rooms and made 4-bed rooms out of
9 lounges.
Another problem that has led to
the overcrowding is that 8 rooms on
the fjfth floor are unusable due to

·Campus Police

water damage.[The rooms first
received water damage last spring,
but the problem got worse this
summer due to the heavy rains. ~

According to Deep, the roof on
the largest and newest dorm is
leaking. With the past history of
construction of state buildings,
especially on the state's college
campuses, this occurance is not
unexpected.
~

Cape Cod Community College
has buildings falling apart and the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst has a new library that was
the local area."
closed before it opened because
Mr. Ed Meaney, Director of bricks are falling from the building.
Planning and Development at
Why should Bridgewater State
B.S.C., and Vice·President David
College be any different. The college
Deep represented the administra·
now belongs to the not so exclusive
tionat the meeting. Peter Flynn, club of buildings that are failing
State Representative for this area, apart.
was not able to attend. His aid was
When will the roof be repaired?
present, but was not authorized to Deep says it is up to the State
commit himself and stated that he Dormitory Authority in Boston.
would bring the information back to They have put the job out to bid,
Representative Flynn. The request Once the bid is accepted work
must be granted by the State of· should start on the repairs.
Massachusetts. "If necessary, the
For the students that have had to
area legislator has to go to the State triple up" in rooms Deep says they
and show cause.
will only be charged 80 percent of
The Bridgewater Police
the normal dorm fee.
Department do help out the
When and if the roof is repaired
Ctlmpus Police in an e.mergency
unp the rooms are reopened the
students wifl bemovedinto the
(Cant. 6n iJ.3')

Request Personnel
by Sue Asci
"
A Bridgewater meeting of the
{
; town Selectmen was held last week
during which a request was made by
B.S.C. representatives for an
increase in Campus Police
personnel. The rising size of the
college community is the basis for
this request.
Chief Gracca, of Campus Police,
recommended a minimum of twelve
officers for the campus. Presently,
there are seven officers and they are
in the process of hiring two more.
"This (proposal) would provide
adequate coverage and we could
have training available to them,"
Chief Gracca commented. "We
could send officers out for different
l~w ~_&ementcours.es offered in

r

Q/: Safety

100'
,by Tom Leen
On August 31, 1979, the
Bridgewuter Fire Department
received its lates piece of fire fighting
equipment. It is Ladder 1, one of the

;::-'4-'V'~

'",,_, _,

..

most modern vehicles manufactured
by the Maxim Corporation of
Middleboro, Mass. W.ith the
addition of Ladder I, the
Bridgewater Fire Department is

now one of the best equipped fire
departments in the State of
Massachusetts.
The new Maxim truck has many
special features, which make it the
most advanced item oftechnology
to have ever been m;:mu(actured.
The new truck, which was displayed
on Haywood ~treet displayed two
major impressive accessories. One
was the Prepipe Nozzle at the top of
the bed ladder. The pre pipe nozzle
pumps l~OOO gallons of water per
minute with a force of 100 pounds
per square inch. The nozzle can
adjust from a concentrated stream
to an overall spray. The angle of the
nozzle to the ladder can be adjusted
50 that the water can best be
directed at the base of the fire. The
astour.ding fact is that the nozzle is
remote control operated. Thus the
ladder is unoccupied, so that fire
fighters may move up and down the
ladder" more freely.
The "ladder is also remarkable in
many aspects. It ha~ four sections,
the bedand three movable sections.
The ladder is remote controlled and
is powered by hydraulic pistons,
which .give it" excellent stability.
When the ladder is extended to its
fuJI length, it is 100 feet high or the _
equivalency to' 10 stories. The
ladder is made of stainless steel, .
therefore ,it' can withstand the
extreme heat, that is generated by
many fires.
The truck is powered by a Detroit
diesel engine" with an. automatic
transmission. With this combination,
the truck
ci;lpable of attaining
speeds up to 60 miles per hour.
There are 29 men" in all in the
B,F,D. There are 1 chief. 1 deputy
chief, 2 captains, 3 lieutenants, 9
firefighters, and 11 firefighting
EMT's .. The a.p.D. has 'in its
possession 3" engines, 2 ladder
trucks, a forest fire truck, a

The'Great Hill DormitoI'!,l experiences problems of overcrowding.

rooms.
Until the repairs' are made or
unless some students drop outot
school or move off "campus, the
overcroVJ~ing

willprevaiL ..

, But"'ih€(likelihoodof ttudE!nts

moving off campus is remote. Deep
said that this year more upper
class men have requested dorm
space.
'We ,co.uld fjll another res.idency'
hall if we had one," said Deep.

Blood T esting-- ,
Quicker and Surer
this new machine."
The College Health Services
Committee decided" the machine
was needed in order to keep up with
'the volume. The machine is on lease
from a company.
"We've watched it for two or
remarkable machine gives digital
readings of red, white blood counts , three years to make sure it did what
and' other data involved in it was supposed to do," said Mrs.
Judith Deep, Health Coordinator,
he~atology determination. It also
saves additIonal time. because all the "We talked to all different lab peoplE;:)
work is done on one instrument. 311 over the state, In order t(0
Prior to this the technician would :::ontinue doing what we're doingwea
have to make different calculations needed a new machine. So far, th~
problems have been negligible."
on different pieces, of equipment.
'The results are extremely
"We do such' a volume of work
here," said. Ann Martin, Medical accurate," said" Ann Martin. The
Technologist (ASCP), "Before, new hematology i;J.nalyzer has. had
when the workwas done manually, the chance to prove itself in keeping
it took a lot-longer in time and the . up with all of the testing requested
results weren't as accurate as with since the academic year reopened.
by Sue Asci
The Bridgewater State College
Health Services have acquired a
efficient Hematology Analyzer
during the summer.
In just a fewmfnutes this

new,

is

Ladder 1 is displayed in Bridgewater.

.,,/

PHOTO BY; JOE DOWNEY

(Cont. on p·.3)

Ann Martin. Cheryl Downer, apd Mrs. Judith)oeep denionstratethe new
hernatolog!,l machine.
";;,''',,
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Now 'TliAT iHE l)ORftlS ARE FILLED
10 CAPl\C.ITY, I'M SURE S!...AD
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AND ALL 'THE
C01"'l Fo RTS OF H OfY\E

Editorials
With. the first issue of The Comment ot the academIc year 1979·80
come our. first reminders to those who would like to participate in or
submit material to The Comment.
Anyone interested in working on The Comment should att~nd our
weekly Staff Meeting each Tuesday at 11 a.m. At these meetings, one
can meet members.of.the Editorial Board, and Staff, ask question·s about
the f!ewspaper and find out what is going on with the paper and on
campus. There ar:e also weekly Editorial Bord meetings. Anyone is
welcome to sit in on these meetings.
Those who wish to submit material should note the following niles and
deadlines:
-All material must be signed with name, address, and phone number.
Material which is not signed will be thrown away.
-All material must be submitted by the appropriate deadline .. Late
material will be saved for the next issue if it will still be usable
-Articles, letters and commentaries must be received by 12 o'clock on
Tuesday, Typed material is preferred but not required. Handwritten
arides should be written on alternate lines to make reading and correctjn
easier for the editors and t y p i s t s . < :
,,~An,n(;)~nceIT}er,tt~an.dA.~ve~tisements must be received by 12 o'clock
on Tuesday. Annotlhcements t'iill'be'repeateci in each issue 'as lQngas
the content is current. Classified Ads are limited to 50 words each and 2
ads per person. Ads over 50 words will be cut off after the fiftieth word.
Ads beyond the 2 per person limit will be thrown away, as will unsigned
ads. For further information on Advertising, contact the Advertising
Manager.
We hope this information will help anyone interested in any facet of
The Comment. Those who desire more information should come to a
staff meeting or drop into The Comment office any time.
.
KMT

[Letters to the Editorl
Double
Standard?
To the Editor;
I understand that the day and
This complaint concerns a cQurse night schools operate on different
that was cancelled for the semester. funding 50 I can see why the
This has been an inconvenience to Program of Continuing Education
many students as well as to myself. does not want day students taking
We 'were not informed of this night.courses free of charge. What I
cancellation until the day of class do not understand are the
which did not leave time to make inconsistencies concerning who can
other plans.
Since the same and cannot take night courses
cancelled class was offered at night I without paying the required· fee.
thought that I might possibly be
Students who register for a class
allowed to take· it at· that time.
in the spring and pay their tuition
However, after visiting four offices on time should be guaranteed of
on campus and speaking to various having the course in the tall. If a
members of the adminitration I problem arises, the students should
discovered that I would be required at least have the right to know
to pay for this course if I wished to beforehand about the change in
take it at night.
their schedules.
It was brought to my attention
r sincerely wish . to thank Vice·
that many day students in)he past President Deep for'hisassistance.
have been allowed_ to take night He was "the only person" who
courses free of ch&rge. I was told ' actually listened and tried to help me
that their "circumstances" were with my problem.
obviously different from mine.
Sincerely,
Naturally, if I had been a senior I
Donna Beaudoin
could have easily gotten into the
night course by having a few strings
pulled.
This course was rather important
to me betaus it was in my minor and
was one of the only courses in this
field that I could fit into my scedule.
When I tried to addanother'course
in my minor they were all closed.
It has been a long summer for
Courses were also closed in my most of us. This is just a brief
major, needless to say, I could not message to· inform you that dUring
add into them either .
the summer .the 'Student·

SGA
Services

. FREE Roort\ 5ERVIC£

FREE FOOD

"TOO

1

Government has been hard at
work for you. You'll be pleased to
know that free legal aid is still being
offered in the S.G.A. chambers (3rd
floor S.U.). Also if any freshmen are
interested, class elections for
senators will be coming up shortly.
S~G.A.
meetings are open to
everyone so stop by anytime. They
are held every Tuesday night at
6:00. If anyone has any questions I'll
be pleased to answer them.
. Sincerely,
Jack Nicolas
Ass{ Treasurer S.G.A.

To CARE

\

Deadlines

Dear Editor:
The devastation of Hurricane
David in the Dominican Republic ...
the continuing human misery of the
"Boat People" in Southeast Asia
,.. recent civil wars in Nicaragua and
Uganda ... and the looming famine in
northeast India prompts this letter.
CARE is involved in each of these
"disasters," and vital and effective
CARE aid is reaching I11,jlny
hundreds of thousands of people in
this time of intense human misery.
The people CARE reaches are
those who simply cannot make it
without outside help. Their lives
were filled with "normal" misery
(established 1927)
before war or wind' or water or
famin(: took away what little they
had
'
Editor-in-Chief ............................. Karen Tobin
C!\9E, has a proud history of· Managing Editor .................... Michael McEachern .
heiplng·the· poorest of the poor all
News Editor .................................. Sue Asci
around the world, and New
Englanders' have always shown a Cultural Arts Editor .. , ... : ............... Jackie Beckett
sp\.'!cial generosity in their ;,,:upport of Sports Editor .. ~ ..... ; ...................... Danny Hall
CARL
.~'
Advertising Managers ................... Robert A. Cote
.. (;~urrent world conditions have
T. Michael Robertson
caLlsed CARE to establish several Business Manager and Asst. -Ad. Manager . Gerry LaCroix
"special" funds to help us provide
food, shelter. tools, or medical aiel to Assistant Business Manager ........... Colleen Desmond
Photography Editor ..... , .............. Joni M. Dahlene
the~E. .masses ,of people in need.
We urge all concerned New Graphic Arts Editor ....................... Greg Dansak
Englanders to make a generous Office Manager· ...................... Susan J. Laflamme
donation to CARE during this Distribution Manager ................... James A. Calnan
critical time, ~nd if you have a
special concern then just direct your
gift to "Hurricane Relief" or "Boat Writing Staff: JohnBanach, Gil Bliss,. Ed Copp, Anthony
People" or "War Relief" or "Famine Costello, Pat puddy,Elizabeth Fitch, Rebecca Foster, Tom
Fund."
Leen, Michelle Litchfield, Joe M· cDonald, Audrey Oliviera, Lori
Make checker money order Parker, Suzuki, Leo Wiltshire.
contributiOns payable .to-·CARE··
an(' s.end to CARE, 581. Boylston
St., Bostc 1, Massachusetts 02116.
Art Staff: Charlie Billard.
":ARE is grateful for this
a .tanding support which New
Photo Staff: Jack Duncan, Susan Fearnley, Gloria
E 'anders always provide ..
Frederickson, Julie Gerard, Gail Kyle.
Sincerely,
Leon M. Blum
ew England Director of CARE
Production Staff: Susan Brennan,Joe Downey, Rebecca

Monday at noon: Cl~ssifi~d
Ads, Advertisments a,nd
Announcements.
Tuesday at noon: Articles,
Letters and Commentaries.

--1

The Comment

Foster, Michael Gardner, Tom Leen, K?thleen Lindgren.

The Comment
Staff Meetings
Tuesdays at 11

THE COMMENT is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the
academic community of Bridgewater State· College. Editorial policy is determined by the
Editoe·in·Chief in consultation with the Editorial Board, Republication ofgIl material printed
herein is forbidden without the express written permission of the Editor·in·Chief. Letters to
the Editor are encouraged but are limited to 250 word~, or less.Letters, classified
advertisments and all other written material are subjt'!ct to condensation, Advertising rate
availabl~~pon request. All correspondence should q€ addressed to THE COMMENT,
'Bridgewater State C6liege, Bridgewater MA. ext 260 or 304.;

.....

~

IAnnouncements]
HEAL TH CENTER
The Mantoux Clinic will be sponsored by the health services on
Friday, September 28, 1979, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon, then again from 1
p.m. to 4 p.m .. All stude!1ts, faculty and staff are required by state law to
have a shot every three years. To be held in the Health Center in
Tillinghast Hall,..

·.. ·.. ··cA'iiioiiC'CENTER·S·PONSORS·RETiiEA'y···· .. ·.. ···· .. ·.. ·.....
, The Catholic Center is sponsoring a retreat to Glastonbury Abbey in
Hingham form Octdber 12·14. We will leave Bridgewater about 5:30 p. m.
on Friday and return mid·afternoon on Sunday. The program includes
daily meetings with the monks of the Abbey, along with individual free
time and talk·discussion periods. Located less than one mile from the
beach, the grounds and set'ting provide a unique atmosphere for
personal and spiritual growth. For more informatin or sign· ups, please
contact Fr. Joe at extensio!,) 555. There is a small charge for the
weekend.

·······'FAcuiYv/COMMEi.:ii·sOFYBAii..GAME· .. ·.. ·.... ·· ..·..·.. ··......
The faculty will play the Comment in a' softball game on Friday
October 5, 1979, at the Great Hill field. The coach for the faculty, DL
Philip T. Silva, needs some players for the faculty. If any faculty member
is interested contact Dr. Silva at extension243.
------1------- ---- ----- -------.--.----_.-. ---.---------

~----------,

-------.------ --.-.- --.... ---._- -.- .-.-.... -- -_.-.--- ..

(LIBRARY

A"new

hr~fFi~re available at the circulation desk of The Clement C
Maxwell tr5rar-y explains the sevices of Southeastern Massachusett~
Cooperat'ing Libraries, better known as "5MCL
In existence since 1968, SMCL offers Sfudents, faculty members and
other users of each of its member'libraries the resources of all of them.
Materials may either be b.orrowed in person by presentaion of one's
college ID card, or a free inter· institutional delivery service may be
utilzed. It is also possible to arrange for photocopying of materials at any
member library upon payment of a nominal fee.
Bridgewater's SMCL MEMBERSHIP MAKES A TOT AL OF
Bridgewater's SMCL membership makes a total of nearly 700,000
volumes available to members of the college community. Participating
institutions in addition to Bridgewater, are Southeastern Massachusetts
University, Stonehill College, Wheaton College, Brockton Public
Library, Brokton VA Medical Center Library and Taunton Public
Library.
.

Current exhibits at The Clement C. MaxweHLibrary include a display of
book illustrations, lithographs and original pen and ink drawings by Jean
t~b,Clr}~~t,; noted for his murals and paintings on Mexican and HawaiiaQ
tllemes.

·····Ti.·iBRARy····· ..·.. ···· .. ····· .. ··· .. ·············· ....·................................................
Dr.~WenTj::;)\1cGowan, Librarian, has issued the following regulations

governing student use of bulletin boards in The Clement C. Maxwel!
.~ Library:'"
.'
"'.;...,..--~-.~.-- .-. --Notices must be related to college activities.
.. Notices must be 'stamped by the library secretary before posting;
otherwise they will be removed from the bulletin boards. It is requested
that standard grammar and spelling norms be observed.
--Those posting notices are responsible for removing them when they
are outdated.
--Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15" x
18" nor smaller than 5" x T.
·-Notices of activities which will continue throughout the year should
nevertheless be changed from time to time~-or they run the risk of being
overlooked.
.
--No more than three notices of the same activity may be placed at the
same time on library bulletin boards.
..The library reserves the right to remove any notices considered
inappropriate.

·· .. ·· ..SLA·viEs'iijjjiES·CLijj3·MEiiiij,ii;.. ·_·· ..·.. ·.. ·.. ····· .. :: .................
There will be a Slavic Studies Club meeting on Tuesday, September
25, 1979 at 11 a.m. in S.U. 2. Anyone who is interested in the club's
activities for this semester is invited to attend.

FAMILY AFFALR FOR THE MARCH OF DIMES
Sunday, September 30 is a great day for a family outing. What could
be mor fun than a bicycle ride along the Cape Cod Canal on a cool, crisp
fall Sunday?
Join the March of Dimes in a 50 kilometer Super Ride begirming at the
Heritage Plantation of Sandwich. Whole families will be turning out for
the bicycle event of the season. "This is a golden opportunity for parents
blessed with healthy children to do something for those less fortunate
families;' says Tom White, Chapter Chairman for the March of Dimes,
Southeastern Massachusetts
Chapter. "Each year more than 250,000 infats are born with physical or
mental damage.' That's one newborn every other minute who is too small
too soon or too sick to make it on its own, he adds. "AndtheMarch of
Dimes' thinks that's one too many."
Don't' you?
So, get tho~e bikes out of the basement and into 'actin. Enjoy Super
Ride Sunday, September 30, and help in the continuing fight against birth
defects.
. To. register for Super Ride: Call the March of Dimes af947·1s19.
Registration cards are also available at your ·local police station and
Music Smith at the Cape Cod Mall.
II

·· .. ·.. ·cHiiis·iiAj'ji'EllOWSHip·· .. ·.. ·.. ····· .. ··· .. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.. ·.........................
E~e~yone is wel~ome tol£hi f\ll2.b.~, a trans denominational full gospel
Chnstlan fellowshIp, W ~ meerI'Ueooays at 11 :00 in SU 205. Come and
meet some new friends!

·· .. ·..

·FA'ii·iWHALEj:vAicii·-·:~)

.. ··· ....·..........·· .. ···· ..·.. ·..·........................

Because ofmepopwarlty'o'ft'h'e spring whale watch trips, I have made
arrangements for a single fall trip, on Saturday, October 27th leaving
from P. town at 1:30 in the afternoon. This will be a five hour trip as the
whales are further off shore ~n the fC3:IL Cost will be $8.00 per person. Cal)
me at ext. 317 or see me· in my office Room 116 Conant Science Bldg. it
you want to go. Space is limited and the trip is open to everyone on a first
come first serve basis.
.
.
.
John C. Jahoda,Biology Dept:

FORENSIC SOCIETY
The B.S.c. Forensic Society invites all students of aU majors to become
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group
Discussion, Oral Interpretation, and Acting, tHen the Forensic Society is
for y.JU.
Competitions are held on weekends. A vJorking schedule for this
semester includes trips to Fitchburg State College, .southern
Connecticut State, Bloomsbur Pennsylvania and the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Any interested student should contact a
member of the society or David Correira. Meetings are held on
Thursdays at 11:00 in the prT (across from the Communications Office).

.. ......TUBERcui6sls ..sEMINAR..Foil·NVRSES· .... ·.. ··· ....·· .. ·__ ·..·...
The Massachusetts Department of Public Health, Division of TB
Control and the Southeastern Massa~husetts Lung Association
(SEMLA) are co-sponsoring a one-day TB Seminar for nurses, Boards of
Health, Visiting Nurse Associations, Public Health Nurses, correctional
institutions (county and state level), detoxification units and general and
mental health hospitals, to be held at the Lakeville Hospital Auditorium
on Monday, October 15, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Topics will include: "Pathogenesis of Tuberculosis" with Anne M.
Goff, MD; MRCP, FACCP, Assistant Medical Director at Barnstable
County Hospital; "Management of Tuberculosis" covering '1i1stitutional
Epidemilogy"--"Case Presentation and Review of Drug Therapy"
presented by _Daniel J. Kovnat, MD, Medical Director Respiratory
Services, Brockton Hospital. Speakers from the Department of Public
Health, Division of TB Control will be: Mary K. Steinkrauss, RN,
discussing "Tuberculosis in Massachusetts·-An Overview;" Thomas J.
Kearns, Director, offering "Tuberculosis Control in the '80's" and Mary
R. Rowell, RN, Nursing Supervisor, speaking on "Surveillance--Why and
How." There will also be a slide presentation·-"Care of the Patient in a
General Hospitar and in conclusion there will be questions and answers
and a summary.
Registration forms are availabi.2 at SEMLA office, P.O. Box 43,
Middleboro, MA 02346. Deadline·-October 5.
Continuing Education Units (C.E.U.) have been applied for from the
Massachusetts Nurses Association.

POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCH PROGRAMS
The National Research Council announces its 1980 Research
Associateship Programs which provide postdoctoral opportunities for
scientists and engineers in the fields of: ATMOSPHERIC & EARTH
SCIENCES, CHEMISTRY, ENGINEERING, ·ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCES, LIFE SCIENCES, MATHEMATICS, PHYSICS, and
SPACE SCIENCES.
NRC Research Associates will conduct research on problems largely
of their own choice in selected federal research laboratories at various
geographic locations in the United States. The programs are open to
recent recipients of the doctorate and, in many cases, to senior
investigators also. Some programs are open to non·United States
nationals.
.Over 200 new awards will be offer~'d on a competitive basis in 1980.
The basic annual stipeng (subject to income tax) will be $18,000 for
recent recipients of the doctorate. Higher stipends will be determined for
senior awardees. Awards will include relocation allowances and limited
support for professional travel during tenure. Awards generally will be
for one year periods. Senior ,applicants may request shorter tenures.
NRC Associateship News Release
Applications to the NRC must be postmarked by january 15, 1980.
.. 1
Awards. will be.aru1ouhC'etlittApril:';,· " ""-; ."." ..•.,..': ;'< ·.:,.:;;"··
i Application
materials and detailed information abo~t specific
opportunities for research and the federal laboratories which participate
should be requested promptly from the Associateship Office, JH 608·01,
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, 2101 Constitution Avenue, NW,
Washington, OC 20418, telephone (202) 389·6554.
._ .......................

~
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATIN Mi'iV'O'iiiTY
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS FOR 1980-1981
WASHINGTON, D.C.--The National Research Council will again
advise the Natinal Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for
the Foundation's program of MirlOrity Graduate Fellowships. Panels of
eminent scientists and, engineers appointed by the Natinal Research
Council will evaluate qualifications of applicants. Final selection of
Fellows will be made by the Foundation, with awards to be announcedin
March 1980.
The NSF Minority Graduate Fellowship program ~is open only to
persons who are citizens or natinalsof the United States asof the time of
application, and who are menbers of an ethnic minrity group
underreresented in the advanced levels of the Nati r .1'S science talent
pool·- i.e., American Indian, Alaskan Native (Eskimo or ALeut), Black,
Mexican American/Chicano, or Puerto Rican.
Eligibility is limited to those individuals who, as of the .time of
application, have not competed postbaccalaureate study in excess of 30
semester hours or 45 quarter hours, or equivalent,inany field ofscience,
engineering, social science, ormathemafics. Subject to the availability of
funds, new fellowshipsawared in the spring of 1980 will be. for periods of
three years, the second and third years contingent oncertificatin to the
Foundation by the fellowship institution of the studenfs. satisfactory
progress toward an advanced degree in science. .
These fellowships will be awared for st1,.ldy orwork lea~ingto master's
or doctoral degrees in the mathematical, phYSical, medical, biological,
engineering, and social sciences, and in the history and philosophy of
science. Awards will not be made in clinical; law, education, or business
fields, in history or social work, for work leading to medical, dental, or
public health degrees, or for study in joint science-professional degree
programs. Applicants will be judged on the basis of ability. The annual
stipend for Minority Graduate Fellowswillbe $4,320 for a twelve-month
tenure with no dependency allowances.'
.
Applications will be requred to take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to, test aptitude and scientific achievement. The
examinations, ad l11inistered by· the Educational T esting "'~ervice, will be
given on December 8, 1979 at designated centers throughout the United
States and in certain foreign countries.
The deadlin date for the submission of applications for NSF Minority
Graduate Fellowships is· November 29,1979, Further information and
app~ication materials may be obtained from the. Fellowship Office,
National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington,
D.C. 20418.
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
The operating hours this semester for the Career Planning and
Placement Office (formerly the Career Exploration Center) are:
Monday through Friday: 9:00 am . 4:30 pm.
Thursday evening: 7:30pm ·10:00 pm.
'
Two career counselors (Sue Krastin and Susan Gallitano} will be there to
assist students in their career decision making.
.

Fire
Truck

(Cont. from p.l)
ambulance, and
a rescue truck carrying the famous
"Jaws of Life." The Bridgewater Fire
Department is actively involved in
community affairs; they run CPR
mini courses at the college, and
another. worthwhile activity is the
Tot Finder Campaign. Fire
Prevention Week is only a couple of
weeks away.
compl~lelY modern

Police
Request
(Cont. from p.l)
situation.
"We have been tying up their
(Bridgewater Police Dept.) cruisers
on ol;lr campus. Meanwhile,
somewhere in the town, someone is
being deprived of police
protection," Chief Gracca said.
"The town selectmen and
administration of the college agreed
to work together to request more
officers and to insure that efforts will
be made to fulfill that requesL"
Another aspect of the meeting
dealt with public safety.
"There is a definite need for more
personnel at the college. It's a
matter of dollars and cents," Public
Safety Officer Joe McGinn said.
'The college is growing and its
needs are growing."
Officer McGinn is concerned with
the safety of the children going to
and from the new school located on
Burrill Avenue. Recommendations
were made for a school zone to be
set up on Burrill Ave. by use of a 20mile-an· hour flashing light.
"We do have a lot of supervision
:m the street. We already have
Bridgewater personnel helping
:rossing students," Officer
\1cGinn stated.
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Each year over 100 students have
sat down with their fellow students,
in groups of 12 to 15, in these
informal discussion groups for six
weeks.
A typical student response on the
evaluation form states, "Two things
..vhich I like about them is their
informality of the atmosphere and
the. wideranging points of view
which liven the discussions."
The rap groups meet for one hour
each week for six weeks. Students
are encouraged to sit and listen or
"rap", whichever is their preference.
"I have met many friends in this
group" who have remained so in my
years at Bridgewater," said one
Junior on her evaluation form. The
discussion groups which will be
offered this semester beginning the
week of October 1st will be:
'1"rying to be a Christian"Every student is beccming
something throughout his/her life
and similarly, Christians are alw211s
trying to understand why they :::re.
attracted to Christianity and what
makes it so difffeult to rem'lin
religious in a secularized world.
This .group will deal with the
question "What does it mean to be a
Christian?"
"Cul'ts: The Invisible.
Religions" -An examination of the
psychological and socioli(;~1 reasons
why people are attracted to these
cults; whom do they try and recruit
and a discussion of their beliefs.
-"Bihlicallnsights and Creative
Brooding"-A discussion of the
human experiences of aggression,
alienation, sexuality, anxiety,
infe~iorityand guilt. A creative Bible
Study which shows how we .can
cope with these· experiences in our
lives in .a positive rather than
negative· way.
The groups wlll be,led by thE
Protestant campus minister, Rev.
Richard Huffines. Students may
register at the Christian Fellowship
offices for the groups. Each group
will be limited to 20 students.
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IAnnouncements I Town I--Gown 0
; TOM HA YDEN AND JANE FONDA

TO

VISIT

MASSA,CHUSETTS
Political activist Tom Hayden and his wife, actress/activist JaneFonda
will be in Massuc:,usetts fr:~m Thursday, September 27th through
Monda'., october 1st as part uf a national tour which will t,~ke them
into over 50 cities. While in Massachusetts Ms. Fonda and Mr. f-!;..iyder:
will met with a variety or community organizations, political leaders and
labor groups. Highlights of their stay include a benefit cocktail party for 9
to 5 and Mass Fair Share at the Fan Club on Thursday, September 27th
at 7:30 p.m.; and an appearance before the Massachusetts legislature's
Ener911 Caucus on Friday morning September 28th; a Working
Women's lunch at noon on Friday at the Sack Cinema 57; a speech at
the 'Women for Economic Justice CopfpTOnce" at the Gardner
Auditorium of the State House 0[1 Saturday m.Jrning at 9:30 a.m. They
will also address uni\!ersity audiences at Simmons College, Boston
Colle2<;:, Southeastern Mass. University, Clark University and the
University of Mass at Amherst.
The purpose of the tour is to initiate descussion of the key economic
issues of the 1980's and the Presidential election of 1980. Their concern
is with1nflation in the Necessities"- energy, food, housing, and health
care---and how the Prsidentia! candidates will address these issues. The
Campaign for Economic Democracy, formed out of Hayden's 1976 U.S.
Senate campaign, has been working in California on issues such as solar
energy, rent control, and worker safety. Their goal is to create a national
grassroots constituency around these issues.
The national tour is sponsored by the Campaign for Economic
Democracy. The Massachusetts section of the tour is co-sponsored by 9
to 5, the organization of working women and Mass. Fair, the stat-wide
citizen actin organization. For information call 266-7505.

·..·····G·ENERAL·i\LEXANDER"HAiii·yO'·sPEAKIN.·Bos"ioii···
Former NATO Commander General Alexander M. Haig, Jr. will
speak at the Tennis and Raquet Club, 939 Boylston Street, in Boston
Sept. IS. The 5:30 pm address is another inthe series of Katherine G.
Howard Forums, sponsored by the Republican Club of Massachusetts.
Gen. Haig, who will be speaking on "Security for the Eighties" recently
retired as Supreme Allied Commander in Europe where he v.:as
responsible for overseeing the highly complix task of meshing NATO
forces into an effective deterrent to the Warsaw Pact Armies. A 1947
graduate of West Point, Haig has heid numerous important military
posts including service as a brigade commander in Vietnam, Deputy
Special Assistant to the Secretary of defense, and Vice Chief of Staff of
the United States Army.
This open forum series IS named in honor oFKatherine G. Howard to
recognize her accomplishments for Massachusetts, her contributins to
the Eisenhower Administration (where Ike called her his "Lady Chief of
Staff"), and her success as a Good Will Ambassador overseas.
Co-chairmen for the event are Timothy F. O'Brien Esq. of Cambridge
and Professor Scott Thompson of Tufts University and Brookline·
President is James LF. Matthew of Burling. Mrs. Howard is a residenf:of
Boston and Marblehead (formerly of Reading).

by Suzuki
This past summer while ~,'ou were
perfecting your suntan or (perish
the thought) working. The college
through buildings and grounds and
the engineering' department hired
several high school and college
students with the idea in mind that
they may be used to move furniture.
Much to the relief of these people
they never moved an~,l, but were laid
off due to lack of funds around the
begining of august. Not until the last
week of august, fhe 23rd actually the
move began. The relocation of the
bare . Minimum of office and
classroom furniture wasaccom·
plished in about a week with the aid
of a U·Haul van and some overtime.
Why the last minute rush? There
were rumours of a town and gown
rivalry based power struggle and
ancient agreements. For answers to
these questions The' Comment
visited MrEdwardMeany Director
of Planning and Developmrnt and
placed a call to Mr Steven Childs,
Superintendant of Schools for the
town of Bridgewater .. The rumour
was that the town knowing that the
college needed the old Burnell to
relocate the classes and offices from
Boyden so that renovations could
be started, decided to invoke
various clauses from the original
funding legislation and another
agreement made in 1974 to pressure
BSC into more classroom space. Mr
Meany and Mr Childs explained it
as a simple differenceof opinion or
difference in inte'rpretation.
As Mr Meany explained it the
original legisla5tion approving construction of the building provided
that should the college ever
abandon the building the town could
take possesion of it. About forty
years later (thats the mid-60s if my
math is correct) plans were under
way for a new lab school with two
buildings and 800 seats for gtac;ies K-

TIME RUNNING OUT ON BOOK EXCHANGE
An books and money from the Fqll Serne&ter.book ~xchang~,must'be
picked up by Sept 28th or forfeited. Books &money may be picked up
from 9AMAPM in the SGA Council Chambers next to the game room.
SGA ANNOUNCES ELECTIONS
The Students Government Association has announced the following
election information' on Wednesday Sept 19th Nomination papers are
available for the following positions
by Sue Asci
1980YEARBOOK: Editor, Asst. Editor,Secretary, and two
A request to increase the
representatives from each class. Experience is necessary snd references
operating hours of the B.S.c.
will be checked.
1980SGA Senators· two openings.
Sd tu~ednt U nion L~~~Q~~,~Y::rr whas
~me
a t a meetmg a t e
1981 Class Secretary
. Bl'idgewater Selectman in August.
1983 4 SGA Senators and class officers.
-This.is the second time this request
Nomination papers are due in on Wednesday Sept,26. There will ber
has been. refused.
Freshman class meeting and candidates forum in the S.U. Auditorium
Dr. Richard Vena, Student Union
Thursday Sept 27th at 11:00 AM
Dir£ctor, made the request before
!::Iections for ~ll class officers will take place on Wednesday Odober 3rd
h. iront of the Bookstore.

••,; .','i.

by Lori Parker
As many of our readers have
probably heard, the renovations of
Bovden Hall will. begin soon and
continue for the next 1 1/2 years.
} Bo~~ Bridgewater's historic
Tn\{ with the college's past,
presently houses numerous
departments, incIudfng the
Registrar's 'Office, President
Rondileau's Office, and theOffice of

'
Old'Bu!"'neU School houses new students.

8. The Sargent--aclmlnis'fr'atiOh
existmg facilities; the lease was to
sheved the plan and it was later . expire on August 31, 1979.
revived under the Dukakis
This brings us back to the
administration as a single building
sumnier of 79 and the lawyers. On
with 400-425 seats. Which hrings
August 22 an agreement was
reached. On the 23rd carpenters,
us to the proverbial bone of
contention; in 1974 the trustees
electricians, and pipefitters
signed an agreement with the town
descended on Burnell to make the
of Bridgewater. Under the terms of
necessary changes along with
this agreement the town would give
several other temporary and full·
up all rights to Burnell if BSC
time workers employed to make
provided 575 seats in the new school
furniture. This should explain the
that leaves us with a difference 0.£
rather coarse appearance of the
150 seats.
place.
The problem was eventually given
Mr. Meany told The Comment
to lawyers to negotiate and that they
that all should be moved from
did.
Burnell and at this time it looks as
One of the rumours of this past
though 'Student Life will be in the
summer was that the town was in a
Student Union all other offices will
bind because it wanted to stop
be in the old Burnell.
leasing space from the Catholic
Supt. Childs informed The
Church which was why it was so
Comment that on Sept. 7,79 at an
anxious to coerce the collegeinto
emergency meeting, the Bridge·
water School Committee voted
those additional seats~ Superinten·
dent Childs denies this, explaining
unanimously to approve the
that the school committee decided
agreement reached on August 22.
not to renew its lease with the
Why was it· unanimous? Perhaps
because on Jan. 1,1980 the town
church in June of 78 at a time when
will have 575 seats in the new
the new lab school was scheduled to
open in 1980.ltwas believed that the
Burnell Complex.
230 students could be absorbed into

s.u. Request Denied

Student Life. The Office of Student
Life helps stUdents in such a variety
of areas. Mr. David Deep, VicePresident for Student Services
commented about accomodations
during the renovation.
In deciding where the Office of
Student Ufe would be housed
during the renovation of Boyden
Hall, a place was looked for that
would cause the "least inconveni-

enc4?," tothe,;sr,hool, Mr. Deep said.

"Sip.c:~ the Office of Student Life has

the. group to' "modify the closing
hours of the Rathskeller." The
change would extend the hours
from Sunday through Thursday to
midnight instead of the present 11
0' clock close, and on Friday and
Saturday nights it would have
changed from midnight to lam.
The main justification for the
refusal is the noise problem. A letter
from the Boyden Neighborhood
Association was submitted in
opposition: It summed up to protest
the "driving of noisy vehicles~' and
the "exuberant talk by students" at
the close of the Rathskeller. If the
hours were extended, the problem
would extend later in the night.
'They attribute all of the noise
heard in the neighborhood at the
time of the close of th~ Rathskeller

daily contacts with the students," he
said, "we tried to find an accessible
area where people could get to the
Office of Student Life easily." The •• • • • • • lit o.. • • .... • • •
Student Union was decided upon to ..
ser~e this purpose. Lounge 3 will . :

~~~~~~h~dta~~

many people visit
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89 Spring Street
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i 25¢off .any

orientation, international student •
affairs, career development, :
housing, student government, :
volunteer opportunities, judicial ..
. matters, and even study skills. This:
is a place designed to help students •
. with all of their problems; not just :

f(~qnt~;~.p!1 p.o)f:"
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:
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•
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The Office of Student Life deals,
with the "complete student." The :
faculty can help students with :
special programs and services in the •
areas of part-time 'employment, :

r\:

•

lit • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0·'
0

·'Jul·l·o's Cafe i

~~~~~in~ar~e~~ ~~~e~ep:~~m~~:::

Deep's . offices.. The counseling
. department will be found on the
second floor of the Student Union.
Another room in the S.U. will be
made into 'a lounge to replace
Lounge 3 for the time being. Vice·
President Deep expressed
optimi$mabout having the Office of
Student ILife being moved into a

to the closing of the Rathskeller,'Dr. Veno commented. "It's a pretty
welkuntrolled place and our record
is ver,y good."
One reason for the proposal is to
try· to keep students on campus.
When the Rathskeller closes, often
students leave and go to other
establishments to drink. Also, the
change in the drinking age from
eighteen to twenty, has create d the
need to interest older students,
night students for example, to come
to the Rathskeller. Some night
classes do not end until 10 o'clock.
. So, this was another reason for
extending the operating hours.
Campus police do patrol the area
and it is a standard policy to have a
man there. There is a representative
(Cont. on p.5)
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New S.V.,Program Director
Linda was an undergraduate at
by Sue Asci
Last Spring, Bridgewater St3te Framingham State College' as a
College Program Director; Clalre Geography major. Her three.year
Scott resigned to take another membership on the Student
position at another location. After Activities Committee brought about
interviewing procedu'res were her interest in going into Student
completed, a new Program Director Union work. She was a memb~~ ~
was chosen.
the House Board Committee which
Linda:Rag0s:a has already begun developed a Constitution for the
her butY-year-working with the Board of Governors. Linda received
Program Committee.
her MA in counseling after a two.
"I really like it a lot. The students year graduate assistantship at
are eager to learn. They see the Bridgewater State College.
Program Committee as learning
"I enjoyed working as a grad
skills they can use,"Linda explained. assistant and went to a can terence

last April in Cincinnati and
interviewed for jobs allover the
country. I still had to go through the
whole application procedure here,"
Linda explaine n. "I really wanted to
stay in the b)ston area. I like
working with the staff here and felt

comtortal,le here."
The Program Director works
most closely with the Program
Committee. They are responsible
for looking at the needs of the whole
community and developing
programs to meet those needs.

"The position of Program
Director is a lot more specific tha'n
working as a graduate assistant,"
said Linda. "1 try to go to all the
meetings and help them develop
skills, including leadership skills,
that they. can use."
!"!IIP'!~IIIII!II!!l~1IIIf!

Rt. 28 Wareham Street
Middleboro 947-0633

New Statue
Dedicated

Bearer of this Ad

by Pat Duddy
A lot of you may have noticed the
new sculpture, entitled L:AEgh(,.'
located outside of the Student
Union building.
-This striking, red steell§S!L~p"t!:!Ie"
was created by Charlene iWests;Qtt..
of t he class of 1979 here at
Bridgewater State College.
In last year's April 6 issue of the
Comment, we asked her what her
work of art meant to her. She
replied, "I feel that the statue is
symbolic of a student's light touch
down here, to get a base, a
foundation, and then we're off. It's
angle and form are designed to
make it look as though it's touching
down. I think I captured the moment
on the base."
Professor Hellar of the Art
Department commented that the
arrangement is a successful
combination of planes forming
diagonal lines of motion in space. He
said there is visual balance in the
structure and compared it to a "well
constructed sentence". The red
color lends energy to the whole
arrangement.
(Park Avenue)". Heis prou(;i to have
We may be the only college in the a person graduate from here able to
State College system with modern do something on such a scale.
outdoor sculptures, "Alight" and addition, he remarked that "Alight"
"Nod". Professor Hellar says that is "a study in pure geometric form".
"Alight" in particular "adds a visual People should look at it with an open
.punctuation mark to the street mind.

Entitled to

One Cheese Pizza
and

Large Mug of Draft Beer
for ONE NICKEL

05¢
.One per Person Only
On Premise Consuption Only

In

Rat
Hours

(Cont. from p.4)
of the 3.U. stationed in the foyer.
The Rathskeller sells beer and wine
in cups rather than cans so as to
eliminate some litter problem.
A second request was made to
sell aJl alcoholic beverages in the
Formal Dining Room. This motion
was tabled~ It is going to be checked
with the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission.

A real·class actl
Buy a Quarter Pouoder® and get one&ee.

Try Our New Drive-ThruWindow!
-We're glad you're back on canlpus.
,.' .~ .• -And just to prove it, we're giving
you this bonus. Next time you
and a friend are feeling
hungry, cometo McDonald's®
in Bridgewater and buy one
Quarter· Pounder® sandwich
(weight before cooking 4 oz.,
,113.4 grams)·· and get· one free.

Student
Life
(Cant. from p.4)
the academic ones.
The other departments that are
presentl; at Boyden Hall will be
housed. in the ground and main
floors of the Burnell School. Mr ~
Edward Meaney, Director of
Planning and Development ... that
contract decisions concerning the
renovation will be worked out soon,
and that .the ground and main floors
of Bu~nen School will be renovated
to hold the offices moved from
Boyden.· Therefore, moving· will
start from Boyden Hall during the
middle of October. While it will take
everyone· a while to adjust to the
temporary surroundings,a newly
renovated and modernized Boyden
Hall will be a great advantage to the
, <::tllrlpnts and faculty of B:SiG,,;

·.1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

Buy one Quarter Pounder~
. get one free!
'
This coupon entitles bearer to a free Quarter
Pound~) san.dwich (weight before cooking
4 OZ., 113.4 grams) with the purchase of a
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Marks New
Courtesy of the Alumni News
Convocation ceremoriies
officially opening the academic year
at B.S.C. took place on Tuesday
morning in the College's Student
Union Auditorium as amembers of

the Senior Class, faculty, and staff
gathered to hear an address by Rear
Admiral Lee Harrington, President
of the Massachusetts Maritime
Academy.
College President Dr. Adrian

Do You Need
T 0 Be Tested?
;

"

by Sue Asci

K A TB Clinic has been scheduled

for food servIce work varies from
town to town.

at the Bridgewater State College
Health Center on Friday.
September 28.
A TB Clinic has been scheduled
at the Bridgewater State College
Health Services on Friday,
September 28. This clinic is
mandatory for many members of
the college community.
Students, faculty, and staff must
have a TB test every three years
according to state law. All those
who do not have a current TB test
must come. Also, anyone who is
working in a food service capacity
and who needs a food· handling
certificate can receive it from the
Health Services. The rules dealing
with how often the test is requirpo

The Mantoux test is an injection.
In 1977, all health services were
not i fie d 0 f a c han g e in
Massachusetts General Law!:;
concerning this test. It provided tha':
the chest x·ray shall only be used fo)'
persons who are positive reactors to
tuberculin. That is, the chest x-ray i!;
not to be used as the initial test. An
initial chest x-ray, without any othe r
testing, would only show infection
after it has alreacJy done damage to
the lung. Also, by not using it as thE?
"
I
mltia test, it reduces unnecessafl)
exposure to radiation for the
individuaL
The clinic will be open from 9am to
12 noon and from 1pm to 4pm.

Rondileau introduced President
Harrington to the Convocation
audience as a "splendid teacher and
administrator who is deeply
dedicated to Bridgewater."
President Harrington, an
alumnus of BSe's Graduate School
and a former long· time teacher and
dean at the College, told the
members of the Class of 1980 that
"by learning, you can leave
Bridgewater a finer institution than
you found it, because somewhere
down the road your qualities as an
educated person will be recognized,
and your achievements will reflect
well on the preparation you receive
at Bridgewater."
The Convocation Program also
featured remarks by Ms. Joan
Trainor, President of the Class of
1980, and Mr. T. Michael
Robertson, President of the Student
Government Association.
In his address, President
Harrington told the members of the
graduating class that there are three
_essential elements to leadership.
"Many challenges await you in the
years ahead, and you will be called
upon to make decisions, to be
leaders. To be successful, you must
do three things," he said. "First, to
lead, you've got to have knowledge.
Second, personal discipline and
organization; you've got to be able
to boss yourself. Finally, you'll need
a strong sense of interpersonal

Year

Students in procession to ceremony.

as an Instructor of Mathematics,
relations··treat everyone as you
Director of Admissions, and
would want and expect to be
Director of Athletics. He served in
treated."
those capacities until 1958, when he
President Harrington made
was appointed to the Department of
special mention of the fact that his
Mathematics at B.S.C.
niece, Lisa Harrington, is a member
Subsequently, he served as
of the Class of 1980 and was present
"Diresctor of Admissions, Dean of
in the audience.
Studies and Registrar, and from
Following the Convocation
1964 to 1972 he was Academic Dean
ceremonies, President and Mrs.
at B.S.c. a'nd since 1972, President
Rondileau hosted a luncheon for
Harrington has headed the
President and Mrs. Harrington.
Massachusetts Maritime Academy,
President Harrington served in
Bridgewater's nearest sister
the Navy during World War II and in
institution in the Massachusetts
1946 joined the faculty of the
State College System.
Massachusetts Maritime Academl,l

New Grad
Assistant

by Sue Asci
A new graduate assistant has
joined the Student Union Director's
Office this year.
.
"I love it; the school as well as the
area," said Cathy$elleville.
Cathy graduatecf-fn -May, 1979
from Villanova University in
Pennsylvania. She received a BA in
Business Administration. She
worked on the Executive Board of
the Program Board for two year.
This group is comparable to
B.S.C:s Program Committee.
"I talked to the program director
at Villanova and I was told about
some schools. I wrote to different
schools," Cathy explained. "1
attended a conference of the
Association of College Unions in
March and I interviewed for B.S.C."
Cathy is taking night courses here
and working to get her Masters of
Education in Guidanace. As a
graduate assistant she will be
working in all areas of the Union
under this two·year program.
"We're very pleased to have her

with us. Her immediate responsibi·
lities are the Union Desk and thE:
I.D.'s. She will be gradually learning
the governance and programming
system and she will move into
increasing responsibility," said Dr.
Veno, who is Cathy's advisor.
"The people here are really
friendly, and I feel at homE
already,"Cathy added. "I will bE
rotating responsibilities and gettin£
two years of practical experience."

New Coordinator
Appointed
HERE'S HOWI- .$10.00 OFF ON ANY ULTRIUM'RING • •• PLUS SELECT

A CBS'RECORD, TAPE OR CASSETTE (VALUES TO $8.95), WHEN YOU ORDER
A 10K GOLD OR ULTRIUM'RINGI SEE MUSIC SELECTION WHEN YOU ORDER.
Speci~l offer available, and ring orders taken

at: '

Many students have noticed that
there are a lot of new faces at B.S.C.
this fall. Most of this is due to the
new . student additions to the
college. There are also many new
additions to the college in the
administrative/staff area.
Dorothea 1Lischick is beginning
her first .tyear -'as C)Facilities
Coordinator at Bridgewater Sfate'
College..
"r like the setting of the college.
It's right in the comm~nity,"
Dot Lischick commented.'The
students are very involved and
willing to give:"
Dot did her undergraduate work
at William Patterson College in New
Jersey where she majored in
Sociology/Anthropology. St\€ did
her graduate work in ,Student.,
. Personnel and Guidance'atTd:!l'1tO'iJ:\'
State College where she receivefhm
M.A. in Education and graduatei::rin
May, 1979.
.,At Patterson, I worked in the
Student Center doing programming. I was also a resident assistant
for two and a- half years," Dot
explained. fiAt Trenton, I was a day
Manager and supervisor 6f 75
•

PJace:_ STUDENT

UNION 'LOBBY

Date:

SEPTE~BER 24,2~,26

Time:

lOAM-2PM'

DEPOSIT REQUIRED

$5.00

SPONSORED BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOC

C

employees and tour student
managers. I dealt with personnel
aspects, finance, and operations."
Dot is a member of the National
Association of Student Personnel
(NASPA). Through this organiza·
tion, she was able to find out about
positions and interview for them. A
search committee made up of Board .-.....
?f Governors memb.ers,· Program - r--"Committee members, and staff'
selected Dot out of more than 130
applicants.
"llike the New England area and
was willing to relocate. The staff in
the building are energetic and
creative:~ Dot said .
The Facilities Coordinator makes
sure that the things people request
are there, and she must make sure
that'tbings run smoothly. Dot is in
C:h,aif~$tQf the S.U. employees .
,;:i've],-~lready seen a tremendous
improvement in the overall
~fficiency of the building. The fact
that the Student Union Employee
system is so important in the
running . of the building, the
improvements she has made have
resulted in a most smooth and
efficient opening of the school
year."
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All Are Welcome
by Sue Asci
From Sunday and da:ilyLltLit~ies,
cookouts, discussfori· ·groups;
socials, counseling, to educational
courses-the. Catholic Center is
people. The Catholic Center, which
is located on Park Avenue across
from the Maxwell Library, is open to
everyon.e. and provides an
opportunity for· all to come and get
involved in many activities or to
come for a quiet visit.
A major aspect of the Catholic
Center is its committees. The
committees exist to provide social
and spiritual growth, educational
programs, and community
activities. The Financial Committee
deals with the financial and
administrative areas of the Center.
Pre· vacation parties, hayrides,
cookouts, Horriecoming, Christmas

celebrations, and Halloween
Children's Parties are all aspects of
the Committee for Student Life.
Their main focus is on events that
build a sense of community at the
Center and on the campus.
The Committee for Community
Relations allows for the organization
of events for the college and·
surrounding community. Spring
Luncheon, receptions, Bazaar,
Faculty--Student dinners, and
weekly spaghetti suppers are
examples of events through which
the committee realizes its goals.
Another part of the Catholic
Center's scope deals with spiritual
and personal growth. Students and
other interested people may
discover by means· of; retreats,
seminars, prayer groups, Bible
Study, Liturgical music, and

Many .Facilities
Are Offered
by Sue Asci
The Catholic Center offers
various useful facilities for all. The
Catholic Center Library is one of
these services. Due to an increase in
its useage, 250 new 'volumes were
added to the collection last year,
bringing the total to over 2,000.
Many of the books have an
emphasis on developing resources
in church, history, scripture, and
moral problems. The library also
contains several tapes, periodicals,
and newsletters. More and more
students are discovering that the

library has an excellent atmosphere
and is helpful in studying.
Other facilities which are
available for use include;
typewriters, tape recorders, a
mimeograph machine, a television
in the lounge area, and a kitchen for
groups to prepare meals. The
chapel provides space to worship
and pray. Various rooms are used
for class instruction and social
activities. New furniture has been
acquired for the reception rooms
and committees and groups may
use these rooms for their meetings.

Non--Credit
Courses Offered
meeting, a one-half hour taped
by Sue Asci
presentation will be followed by
One of the services at thE
discussion.
Catholic Center involves the
offering ·of various non-credit
The time of the course "Christian
Prayer" has yet to be arranged. Jt
courses which concern awareness
involves "an introduction to
of many social issues.
Christian Prayer by means of
"Introduction to the Gospels"
sharing of the scriptures and an
begins Tuesday, September 25, at
introduction to a form of
6: 15 and lasts until 7:00. The course
contemplative prayer known as the
will last until November 13. An
Prayer ofCeritering." This course is
understanding of the Gospels is a
part of growing in faith. The four . based on some techniques of
Transcendental Meditation and
Gospels will be reviewed in this
Eastern Oriental Spirituality.
course. Each Gospel has a unique
Marriage Prepartion is a course
perspective. The course will meet
every Tuesday evening and each for engaged couples or those who
'person will receive a New are seriously considering becoming
engagaed. It will be held on Sunday
Testament.
.
"Catholicism~-What do we Really
a.fternoons from 4:30-6:30 start,ing
Believe?" is the title of a course to be October 7 and ending on November
held on Wednesday evenings from 11. Much of this course is
7-8:00pm beginning September 26. concerned with helping the. couple
This group will focus on the Catholic increase their level of communicaperspective on topics such as; Faith, t ion and b r i n gab 0 u t a.n
Tradition, Bible, Sacraments, understanding, of Christian
Family, Death, Li~e, etc. At each marriage.

Students enjoy a spaghetti supper.

rliscussions as an enhancement to
their daily lives.
The!Catholic Center also adds to
the coHegecorriinunity by providing
such educational programs as; Last
Lecture, discussions groups,
classes, and periodic Dormitory
Discussions. The subjects dealt with
are issues which pertain to everyday
life. The Center's weekly bulletin
'''C.ara'' is a four-page informative

publication which announces
events at the Center. Its artiac1es,
poems, quotations,and cartoons
serve as a supplement to the
educational programs offered.
The Catholic Center is a
community of students, faculty,
staff, and neighbors who provide
planned events and continue to
maintain its informal and relaxed
atmosphere. Its goal is to facilitate

Mass Schedule
Daily--12:05 pm
Saturday--4:00 pm
Sunday--9:00 am (Children's
Liturgy)
10:45 am
7:00 pm
Thursday'--12:05 pm
.
4:05 pm

contacts and experiences that
hopefully further personal growth of
the members of this community.
The Center tries to work with all
facets of the college to provide
meaningful personal counseling,
religious programs, and opportunities for students to pray and
advance in their life with Faith and
their fellow men and women. .

Confessions:
Before or after any Mass or
anytime upon request; also:
Wednesday 3-4 Rm and Saturday 33:45 pm

..
d
Counseling:
. '.
Anyone wrestling with a p'roblem will find someone very. wIllmg to lIsten an
discover possible solutions. You are alwa'ys welcome at the Center. Call Fr~ Joe at
.
697-2402 or 697-8321 ext.555.
,
Spaghetti SUQI?er:
Every Thursday--5 pm. See Fr. Joe to sign UP.. The Center is open daily from 8 am to
11 pm. You are invited to use the facilities for study, research, and prayer.

Rick's Unlimited
569 West St--Rte 106 a
Laurel St., East Bridgewater
378-2589

CHECK OUR PRICES
AM-FM in. dash8Track or cassette stereo,
$49.95 with this ad
Car speakers $lOand up/pair

carry aroundAM-.FMStereo8~rack $46.95
PioneerSX580receiver $174.95
Sharp SA120 receiver $99.95
classical and easy listening LPs $1
Kosmos J Biorythm .calculators $19. 95
Sanae couples who participated
marriage preparati?n cour~~.

iJ:i
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The Arts
RockAt26
by Joe McDonald
ROCK RAMPAGE
July 21,1979: a Saturday night in Providence, R.I. The scene is Sabin
Street, just outside the Civic Center. Young people who have just
witnessed the Bad Company concert begin congregating in this area. For
the next 90 minutes, Providence Mayor Vincent A.Cianci,Jr. sat in his
limousine watching concertgoers smash bottles and being disorderly.
The next day, Cianci made his verdict: no more "Acid rock" concerts for
Providence.
To clarify, what Mayor Cianci has called "acid rock" is actually "heavy
metal rock." For those who don't know, bands like Aerosmith, Ted
Nugent, Van Halen and Rush fall into this category. I believe that this is
what Cianci has been referring to since "acid rock" went out of style in
the late sixties. Acid or psychedelic rock was represented by artists like
Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, The Doors and the Jefferson Airplane.
As part of the "royal decree", Mayor Cianci threatened to cancel the
already scheduled (and nearly sold out) KISS and Bee Gee's concerts. At
the last minute, Cianci allowed the concerts to go on while Public Safety
Commissioner Sandford Gorodetsky demanded 125 police for each of
the KISS concerts. That number was cut down to 40 for the first show
and 50 for the second.
,
Most people feel that the Civic Center would operat~ in the red
without the numerous hard rock acts. Thus plans have to'be made to
continue to bring in these bands but to minimize damage in the process.
Among the suggestions mentioned include the strict enforcing of public
drinking laws, establishing police control over the concert goers, use of
the media to encourage cooperation between the fans and checking out
the performance record of groups to see if the band has a disluptive
following.
In December, 1978, a special Municipal night court was put into effect
in Providence so lawbreakers could be arraigned immediately, An article
in the July 29 Providence Sunday Journal states that on the night of the
Bad Company concert, despite the fact that the usual amount of
policemen (roughly 30 to 40) were on duty . there was not one arrest
made for littering. The article also goes on to state that by 3:00P.M. (five
hours before the concert was scheduled to begin), carloads of youths
were already drinking and smoking marijuana in the parking ·Iots.
To add more fuel to Mayor Ciani's fire, a July 28 concert h~eld at
Municipal Stadium in Cleveland nearly became a riot scene. In the early
morning hours before the start of an eight hour musicfest billed as the
"World Series of Rock Concerts", a man was robbed and fataily shot.
}:he)."e~e,~tar~??:rt~()fl)thershooting~, 9tabbings and be?tings along with

a .drowhlfi~rintake ETie~Thecbricert,·featured;.su~narcl:;¥.QG;~4Ct~.."c
Ted Nugent, Aerosmith, Journey, Thin Lizzy and AC-DC. Despite the
violence, a stadium spokesman released a press statement that stated
that the crowd was well behaved.
, The news media has been treating the scenes of violence like the~jal~
new to the rock world. Crowd violence can be traced not only nation
wide, but world wide over the past 26 years of rock and roll. Fans of the
early rock bands would break tables and chairs. The Beatles andRolling
Stone fans would claw·at each other to get closer to their heroes. While
the Hells Angels played bodyguards at Altmont, fans stormed the gates
at Woodstock.
.The Providence Civic Center has nadirs fan problems also. In 1976,
two fans were stabbed and four policemen were injured at Earth, Wind
and Fire concert when fans were turned away because of an unexpected
sellout. In May of 1977, seven people were arrested for assault ata
Boston Concert. After the June, 1978 Summer Jam Concert, bottles
were broken and assaults were made throughout parts of the stadium.
When heavy metal madman, Ted Nugentcame to town, fires were set
in the Civic Center lobby. On New Year's Eve, police were pelted with
bottles at a J. Geils concert. 67 were arrested during an Eric Clapton
concert; many for assault. Less than aweek before the Bad Company
concert, a Boston D.J. was shot in the head when five men attempted
to rob him in the Civic Center bathroom.
Although the Mayor and the media have levelled their sights on the
problems at recent hard· rock concerts; they fail to mention the problems
of middle of the road and hardtock concerts of the Civic Centers ancient
past. At a 1974 Grand Funk concert, I saw the crowd fill the arena with'
fireworks while police dragged out inebriated knaves. Later in the year,
bottle rockets and M-80's rained down on the crowd at the Doobie
Brothers and Chicago concerts. At a 1975 KISS concert, Jead act Leslie
West saw his hair catch fire caused by a sparkler thrown by a careless
fan. Fires were also set during an August 1978 Linda Ronstadt concert
(far from "acid rock
Although Mayor Cianci's, methods were wrong, he was correct that
measures have to be taken to protect concert fans and arenas. The idea
of a concert is for America's youth to go and enjo~ themselves. This does
not mean raising hell in the pro~ess. If the music fans cooperate with the ..
police, they will cooperate with us and we can enjoy these rock events
even more.
LATE CONCERT~UPDATE: The following groups will be coming to
the New England area in the n~xt few months. They include The Eagles,
The Cars, Elton John, Jethro Tull, BobSeger,The Grateful Dead, Styx,
Talking Heads, Billy Joel, Aeros.mith, The Who and FI~etwood Mac.
Stay tuned to this column for further information in the wee~s to come.
U

).

DANCE!
The Creative Dance Group at
Bridgewater State CoJtege will hold
two open workshops on Monday,
September 17 and 24, at 6·8 p.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom. All
interested persons .. men, women,
students, faculty, and community,
are welcome. Everyone is creative,
everyone can dance. The Creative

Monday nights and gives several
performances throughout the year.
Pamela Bracco is the new president
and Cora We list is the faculty
advisor.
Come dance on September 17
and 24 and enjoy 'dance,
conversation refreshments and
learn abouLthe activities.·of the

Dahce"Gtoutr'meets"'r'€:!~tlh~l'lY'·'Ot1··"":' "!3toUP:·'''::';··',.,.··c.'m'''''''''i'''''"''~''.'::'·'''''''''';':·.'

First Production Announced
The B.S.C. Ensemble Theatre is
proud to announce the casting for
their first production this year.Man
of LaMancha. The world popular
musical is under the direction of Dr.
Stephen Levine on the Student
Union Stage.
Heading the cast of talented
performers will be Stephen
Gormley in the outstanding dual
role of Cervantes/Don Quixote. His
comic sidekick through all their
misadventures is Donald Capen as
Sancho Panza. Laurie Sindone will
play Aldonza, the inn's serving-girl
and part-time trollop.
"Man of La Mancha" by Dale
Wasserman, is a play within a play, a
character within a character, the
poignant story of a dying old man
whose impossible dream keeps
fresh the spirit of knighthood's
derring-do.
His dream is Everyman's dream.
His tilting at windmills is Everyman's
great adventure. Somehow, the
footlights disappear,time is
telescoped and the Man of La
Mancha speaks for human kind.
Supporting cast include Steven
Correira as the menacing Dr.
Sanson Carrasco, Randy Doyle as
the neighborhood Padre, and
Dqnald Baillargeon as the
Innkeeper. Robin Silva will be
playing the housekeeper, Mary Pio
will perform as the niece Antonia,
and Robert Mello as the Barber.

BCSP
TROUPE

·R.LANS

EVENTS

The ,Brockton Community
School. Playhouse would like to
announce its theatrical season to
members of the Bridgewater State
College community. The' first
general meeting will be on
Wednesday. night, September 26,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Little Theatre at
Brockton High. School. BCSP
TROUPE will provide free
entertainment for·· the evening.
TEOUPE, who recently performed
.,. ... Brockton's Summerfest 79,
consi&ts of a talented group of adults
who . volunteer their time to
performing for local groups and
organi7..q.tions. Anyone interested in
seeing'this performance is welcome.
This fall the Brockton
Community School Playhouse is
rehearsing two productions. "Alice
in Wond~rland", a children's theatre
production, will feature singing and
dancing, as well as acting, by a cast
of talented young people. "Alice in
Wonderland" will be presented em
Wednesday evening, October 24, at
East Junior High School and
Thursday evening, Qcro.bet:.25, at
West Junior High School, both in
Brockton_ The second production
for the fall will be, "Don't Drink The
Water", the smash comedy by
Woody· Allen. This production is
about the comic misadventures of
ah American family trapped behind'
the Iron Curtain. "Don't Drink The
Water" will be presented on Friday
night, November 9, and·Saturday
night;'~ November 10, in, the
Brockton HighSchool auditorium.
Product'ion help is needed on
both productions. The .. children's
theatre production needs a pianist
and some people to construct
costumes. Anyone interested in
more information on the Brockton
Community School Playhouse or
who wishes to offer their assistance
backstage, is asked to contact Paula
Altieri, Production Manager for
"Don't Drink The Water" at 586·
0962;

Members of the cast of th~EnsembleTheatre production
Mancha".
i." . . . . "
'
...

The other· members of the cast
are Tony Mastrorilli, Raymond
Surprenant, Jim Harrington, Jeffr,ey
McNeillie. Lars Colson, Wayne
Rogers, Julie Glaubin,' Adrith
McCartney, Allen Talbot, Paul
Pichette, David Cassidy, Stephen
Lee, David Nadell, Jim Gosselin,
and Julie Hayes.
"Man of LaMancha has charm,
gallantry, and delicacy of spirit!" It is
a story of a man who had no time, no
heart for defying despair. He was
too busy dreaming his dream. The

ageless character of Don Quixote is
the first of the many talents of Man
of La Mancha.
The show will be presented on
October 25,26 and 27. However,
before that curtain goes up and the
show begins, there is a great deal of
work to be done. So if you have any
interest in hammering a few nails,
painting, or simply making" dreams"
possible, please stop down to see
us. Any help would be greatly
appreciated!

Airplay
by Leo Wiltshire
Dear Earthlings,
Hi. This column is intended to inform you on the inside happenings at
your student radio station~YVBJM -91.5 F .M. Comingsoon, we will have
feature albums, feature ar lsts,sp;cial events; services,and all sorts·of·.
little goodies to help make your school year an enjoyable one. Our phone
number is, 697-8321 ext. 487. Use.it for requests, questions, to arrange
private meetings with your favorite D.J., etc.
'On Saturday night, September 29 at 10 p.m., WBIM proudly presents
an exclusive interview with Sib Hashian, drummer for the supergroup,
"Boston". In a taped conversation with Leo Wiltshire (Me!), Sib tells
about the band's past, future, their next album,why the long wait
between albums, and other nitty little things you might want to kn'ow
about. Catch it during "Saturday Night Hysteria" on WBIM(8 p.m ..
midnight}.
September's Fave Song of the Month is "Get a Move On" by Eddi~
,Money, from the soundtrack of Americathon.
Thursday nights, Gene Manning continues the WBIM tradition of
playing the Best In Music. Listen to him from 9 p.m. to midnight.
Looking for employment? WBrM presents the "Job Line". Throughout
the day, tune in and you can hear about a different job opportunity every
hour.
That's all for this week. Remember, WBIM is YOUR radio station.
Keep in touch with us. Let us know what you want to hear.

EVERY WEDS
The Wild Turkey Band
HAPPY HOURS 8:30..10:30

THUR SEPT. ·20
The M.ertz Bros.
LADIES NITE ..

FRISEPT~21

The:Memphis Rockabilly Band
SAT SEPT 22
The Foois
SUN SEPT. 23
Strotn Warning
NO COVER
D
8:00-9:00

_.,.."r~_

ROUTE 140 • TAUNTON, MASS.
(p17L822~0343.
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l-'ROGRAM COMMITTEE:

JUST PLAIN TWAIN

The Program Committee will
present the first outdoor concert of
the new schoo! year. The concert,
featuring the "Silver Star Steel
Orchestra", will be held on Friday,
September 28, from 4-7 p.m. There
will also be a cookout in the tennis

On September 27, the Student
Union Program CQmmitte~: is
spcnsoring a Dinner. Th~atet
featuring The Chamber Repe~tor~ .

Theater perfomance of "Mark
. Twain Sketches". It is an original
play based on selections from the
writings of America's greatest
humorist. Set in a smalI town on the
Mississippi in the 1870's, what
unfolds is raucous tales, larger than
life characters, and biting satire in an
outrageously funny and beautifully
staged production.
Cocktails are at 5:00(for those 20
or over), and dinner is af 6:00.
Dinner includes: Fruit Cup, Salad,
Boneless Chicken Breast, Rissole
Pot'3toes. Italian Style Vegetables,
ancl A1"''Jle Pie. The Dinner Theater
will take: place at the Student Union
Ballroom, Park Avenue, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater,
MA 02324. Call 697-8321 ext. 303,
for information and ticket prices.

Films On
Tap
The Student
Union Program Committee
presents, Rathskeller Films On Tap.
This

semester,

The Rathskeller will be the place to
go for some of the finest film
entertainment around. Some of the
entertainment around, with movies
like, The Guns Of Navarone, The
African Queen, and On The

Waterfront.
The schedule for Films On Tap is
as follows:
(all movies are shown at 5 and 8
p.m.)Wednesday, October 3 - The
Guns Of Navarone; Wednesday,
October 17, 5 to 10 p.m. -

Humphrey Bpgart, festiva/. .-,
featuring, Sahara, Caine Mutiny,
Wednesday,
African Queen;
November 7 - On The Waterfront;
Wednesday, November 14 - Paint
Your Wagon; Wednesday,
December 12 . The Greatest Show
On Earth.

Outdoor Concert
courts behind the Student Union on
the same night.
Nonalcoholic beverages will be
provided at the concerti cookout. [n
compliance with the new drinking
age laws, there will be NO alcoholic
beverages allowed at the event.

The Search Is On
The Stuaent Union Program have any other special talent, and
Committee is looking for campus would like to perform for your fellow
talent to play during free hours and
for Coffee House programs.
Everyone enjoys some entertain·
ment during their breaks.
If you play the guitar, juggle, or

SSC'ers, we would certainly like to
see and hear you, Please come to
the Student Union Director's Office
for further information.

A scene from the Dinner Theatre's presentation of The Chamber
Repertory Theatre perf?rmance of "Mark Twain Sketches."

Mind Games

Mini

Calendar

Co~urses

This spring semester a
conversational Chmese mini course
will be offered in the Student Union.
The course will be taught by Joyce
Leung. The materials that are going
to be used for the course are from
Taiwan. Members of the Slavic
Studies Club have already started
studying Chinese with Dr.
Swinderski and hope that the
All questions used in College course will help to break down the
fear of exotic languages. Students·
Bowl competition are prepared by
tend to create barriers towards
the C<fIlIege Bowl Editorial Staff.
languages by accepting myths and
They are rese.archedand
rumors that they are too difficult. I1s
authenticated by the Editorial
only unfamiliarity that seems,
Research Department of the
difficult, As a student of Russian I
Reader's Digest.
was surprised to learn that the
College Bowl is endorsed and
Russian language obeys its own
actively supported by the
rules more regular than other
Association of College Unions .
languages I have studied. If anyone
International, of which BSe Student
would like fake RU6sianbtit has a
Union is a member. The Program
fear of the langu(lge,we of the Slavic
Gommittee will be the sponsor ,of
Studies Club would like to help. If
ColIeqe Bowl on our campus_
For further information, drop by there is enought interest, a Russian
the Program Committee office, mini course will also be offered in the
located next to the S.U. Director's spring semester by the writer of this
article.
Office.
The Emmy and Peabody Award
WinningrCollege Bowl, 'The varsity
sport of the mind", which has a long
and illustrious history on television
and on' campus, has come to BSe.
Students may join as teams or as
individuals who are then matched
with other singles to make up a
team. All teams have four players_

to

Outside Bridgewater/Brockton
September 26-30 -- The World Art ExpositIon 1979, an exhibit a
the world's finest graphic arts, will be shown at Boston's Hyne
Auditorium. The exhibit will be ·highlighted by renowned lectures ari
displays. Open to the public. For information, callf5:7-423-2559.
Current -- The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, b
Robert Louis Stevenson, ~s nQW at the New England Repertory Theater
in Worcester, Mass., through October 28. 617-798-8685 for information
September 26 -- The New England Conservatory presents pianis
Ran Blake, in a concert entitled, "From Out OJ The Past", at8 p.m. Fo
information, call 617-262-1120. Open to the public.
October 5 Pianists Harold Wright an.d Luis Batille perfor
Weber, Busoni, and Brahms at the Boston University Concert Hall, at
p.m. $3.00 for the public, $1.00 for students and senior citizens.
October 2 -- The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas opens a
Boston's Shubert Theatre. Performances will be held on Monday
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., and on Wednesday and Saturda
afternoons at 2 p.m. Opening night curtain, on Tuesday, October 2, wi!
rise at 7:30 p.m. The play will run through Saturday night, November 2
For information, call 617·489·6745 ext 212_
Current -~ You Never Can Tell, a comedy by G~orgeBernar
Shaw, is· playing at Boston's Lyric stage, now through October 20
Performances are, Wednesday·Friday at 8 p.m. and Saturday at 5 an
8:30 p.m. 742-8703 for information.
Current -- Cuckolds. a new musical by Andy Gaus, is at the Nex
Move Theatre, in Boston. Performances are Wednesday-Saturda
nights at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., through Novembe
11. Contact Linda Ettinger, 536·0600 for information.
October 5 - 'November 11 -- The Trinity Square Reperto
Company presents, Bosoms And Neglect. a comedy by John Guare
Performances are Tuesday-Saturday evenings at 8p.m., Wednesday
Saturday and Sunday performances at 2 p.m. The Company is located i
Providence, HI. Call 401·521-1100 for information.October 6,7,8-· The Annual Harvest Home Celebration will b
at Plimoth Plantation. Tickets for sale at Bostix at Faneui! Hall. Adult
$2.75, children $1.25. For more information, call617-746-1622.
Current -- College Weekends at Mystic MarineliJe Aquarium
The first full weekend of each month, college students with proper ID wil
be admitted for 99¢ to the aquarium which is located at Exit 90, 0
, Interstate 95 in Mystic Conn. Opens daily at 9 a.m.
Current --Chardin 1699-1779, an exhibition of the works ofFrenc
painter, Jean Simeon Chardin, is on show, now through November 18, a
The Boston Museum of Fine, Arts. For information, call,617-267-9300.
September 28-30
The Northeast Personal and Business
Computer Show will be at Hynes Auditorium - Prudential Center- in
Boston; Show hours are, Friday and Saturday, 12 p.m.-IO p.m., Sunday,
12. p.m.-6 p.m. General admission is $5.00. For information, call 617-5230000.
00

00

dUNIOR & MISSY

CORDURO,Y JEANS

C

BridgewaterIBrockton

BY "HIS" "LANDLUBBER'"
"'A SMILEJIP uMADEWELL"
,
$'8 10 $26 VALUE

OUR

$8 00

September 20 -- Meteorologist Don Kent wili speak on solar
heating at the Bridgewater Public Library, at 7:30 p.m. The presentation
is open to the public, free of charge.
Current -. An exhibition of Japanese Bunk~ Embroidery} ~
presented by Ray and Krys Leroe. This exhibit is being shown now
through the end of October at the Bridgewcter Public Library.
Current .• The Brockton Art Center presents an exhibition .entitled,

dUNIOR & MISSY
WOOL BLEND

"Craftsmen and Community: Seventeenth Century Pilgrim

SKIRTS

$18 to" $30 ,,14LU£

. . ,.• 8° 0

Solids, Plaids '
Some Tweeds
"All Latest Fall Colors·
,DUR
Sizes 5·13

10% OFFcWITH VALID·BSC ID· OR

THIS AD

ON· THE BAT LINE
<

Furniture of Southeastern New England", now through November
30. Lectures will be held on.October 16 and23, November 6and 13, at 8
p.m. There will be a concert to celebrate the exhibition, entitled, "Music
and Dance of Seventeenth Century New England" OJ) Sunday,
November 18, at 8 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $2.50 and $3.00, the
exhibit is open to the public.
Current -. "Europeans a,efore Columbus: Life In The Middle
Ages", an exhibit at the Brockton Art Center, is on display now, and will
remain through198l.
Current -.; The Jubilate Chorale'· begins rehearsals for the fall
season at .the West Junior High School Auditorium in Brockton, in
preparation for the December 2 performance of the Christmas portion of
Handel¥s Messiah. Open rehearsals are held on Monday evenings from
7:30·9:30, p,m .. thre,ughOctober.
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LGJ~~sifieds 1 Grad Enters Politics
B.S.C. Poli--Sci Major:

for sale

personals

lq;6 Old~ CUllass Sidon. Ex ,und. AM FM 8
track qU<1d miln~' 11(1110n5. IOVi mileage.
53.695.00. Call aiter ,5 p.m. 746·2:380.

1976 Pontiac Ventura. 4 dr.~11 opt~ns. I~:
mileage. $3.100.00 call after 5 p.m. 746·2380

BRAND NEW! MOPED $425.00 call 697 ·6460
after 4:00 p.m.

Pioneer Sx 727 receiver 40

VI

per channel at

Terri Cooney of Westport please get in touch
with me. I'm in Pope 109. Call the school and
ask for eXI.381 in Pope or stop by.
Carol Jette
To Hee B.G.B.
I missed you at my party this ~ummer. You
missed a wild time and that's bad especially for
a wild and crazy woman. Hope we can singollr
own versions of songs this year.
Signed·'y'L. D.

.3"0 disL $200.00 Toshiba cassette deck auto
reverse Dolby NR,VU meters$150.00caU697·

2800.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save money on your brand name hard or soft
lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog.
Ccntacl Lens Supply Center, 341 E.
Carr,elback, Phoenix, Arizona 85012.

wanted
Waitresses & Bartenders wanted part time.
Apply in person at the Birchmark Lounge, rte.
IS & 28 near the rotary in Middleboro,
evenir.gs after 8 p.m. Willing to train. Shifts are
8p.m.·l:30 a.m. $1.75 for waitresses, $2.50
barmaids plus tips.

lost
Lost: a square black onyx ringwism. diamond
in the middle. Lost on 9/10/79. Iffoundplease
return to apt lOB or phone 697·6874. Sm.
Reward!

ride/rider
Share a ride? From Marshfield to Bridgewater
everyday. I don't mind driving and have my
own car. Cal! John 834·6707.

services
Custom sewing··pattern drafting, fashiob
design, draperies, quilted bedspreads.
Reasonable rates, beautiful work. 697·8240,5·
7 pm. Best.

Shotgun! When are you going 10 BaSIon with
your
again? Good thing the Mod Squad
Vias there ... Lids and brim!;. the cowboys party
best... We gotta get tats ... Deacon, Bob, and
Paul··our roomies. It's r last chance t his year
so we gaUa GO FOR !TI!

c.c.

ou

----~I

Rhoda, Dana, Ju Jll Bean, and the Kids,'
You guys are the greatest! This year will be the
best because we're together. Hey Ju Ju, when
are you going to get sick again and CLEAN,
CLEAN. CLEAN!? Much love 10 you alll!
Big Head.
And 1 said "0 that I had wings like a dove!
I would flyaway and be at rest
Behold I would wander far away
I would lodge in the wilderness.
I . would hasten to my place of refuge
From the stormy.' wind and tempest
Psalm 55: 6·8
Special woman sought for friendship with blind
student. Address reply::. to:
W. Schultz
391 Court St Apt.5
Plymouth, MA 02360
To Tracy T.
You really should hi'lve used your gift
certificate over the summer. I would have
enjoyed it as much as you. What a BLAST it
would have been. HopRfully we'll keep our
TuesQay night arrangE-ment up. I.B.BY.
'Signed, B.B.

MGM
Friends are fun and you're' [be. best! The timE'
we've spent getting to knci').1 each other has
been very special to me. And for that. .. thanb
you. ,
With love, KL

~ ·C3reg.:St6if.·CiancY&Br~~k~i~:.th6!lghtYdu
guV.s from Attleboro and Walpole would like to

see your names in the paper. Remember, at
SSC study hard byt party harder CIIZ 4 years
here flies right by! Sharon.

Rules for Classifieds:

by !::>ue 'AsCi ..
The field of politics is competitive
and fast·moving. }t's the type of
"race" that seems to maintain its
attractiveness. A Bridgewater State
College graduate and fun· time
teacher has decided to run for an
office in Brockton.
Ray;Guillette is a lifelong resident
of Brockton. He graduated from
Bridgewater State College in 1974
with a major in History and Political
Science. While at B.S.C. he was a
member of the cross country and
track team and Vice·President of
the Kappa Delta Phi Fraternity.
"I am running for the Brockton
School Committee. B.S.C. is a great
scnool and the education program
there did great things for me. The
orgranization of this campaign was
based on experiences at B.S.c."
Ray Guillette said."Professors
Fiore, Clifford, Kryzanek. and
Professor Myers were the ones who
first got me interested in politics."
Ray Guillette' has been back at
B.S.C. a couple summers to take
courses in order to keep up with
new things. For two years he
worked at Mupac Corporation
which is an Electronics Firm in
Brockton. There he acquired a-lot
about business. He is presently a
So cial Stu d ie~ t e ac her. at
Southeastern RegIonal Vocatlon~~

r

High School.
"Being in education, I've seen
things happen in the last few years,
and I look at the next few years as
very serious. I hope to bring a
teaching perspective tQ the
committee. Right now we don't have
one," Ray explained. "I want to see
quality education. If we shortchange
our schools we shortchange
ourselves."
Aside from being a candidate
from Ward 3, Ray is a member of the
Campello Veteran Fireman's._
Association, the Old CoJ,?ny

YMCA, and the Brockton City
Softball League.
Ray's name will not be on the
primary, however, his name will
appear on the ballot on November
6th, the General Election. He
welcomes any students to help with
his campaign and to call his
headquarters at 586-4432 or 586.
4442.
"I have been personally walking
Ward 3 and talkir.g to the people,"
Ray said. '1 could use help in making
phone calls. dropping literature,
mailin...8..£.ostcards. etc."

::::~=1

j

43 Central Square, Bridgewater

~

"QUAlfTY PRINTING SERVICE FOR THREE GENERATIONS"

~
§

Letterheads - Envelopes - Invitations - Tickets - Programs
Brochures - Posters - Wedding Invitations

PRINTING NEEDS

§

:1

I8
tl

SCHOOL AND
Notebooks Report Covers
Typing and Thes~s Paper - Glue ~
Calendars - Stencils -

~

Telephone 697-2433

§

IB

\

ART SUPPLIES

~

§I

.

Pens - Pencils - Index Cards
Posterboard - Construction Paper
Cut Outs - and More

j8

l~~.c

1.50 word limit.
2. 2 classifiedsjperson.
3. Must be signed with name~ address and phone.
4. Deadline: Monday at noon~

s

Absolutely NO exceptions to the above, .
rules!!!

Classified Ad Form
Circle Heading:
for sale

lost & found

housing

services

wanted

personals

ride/riders
OTHER __________________________________

~"

BOUTIGlUE
246 Main Street

Brockto..n.

588-8426'

/

Check out Headlines for your alterative lifestyle supplies;
A full line of smoking paraphernalia, posters, used records,

&8-tracks, t:.shirts, unique jewerly,. unusal sift iterns~

Clauifieds are free for all students, faculty, staff, and' administration of BSC.
For all others, rates ate $l.SO per column in(lh.
Natiol)al advertising rate (outside Mus;) is I ' . PtI' column inch.
Name/Phone; ......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _-..:._ _ _ _ _-:--_

Addu": __

~

__________________________________________

Total amount en~losed' (non·student):---.--

~---

Stop by and meet. Rob, Diane,Peter, KathJ) and Lauren.

Good Music

Good Stuff
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Bears Start '79 Football

Season

Framingham State

SEP.22

Maine Maritime h

New Haven n

OCT.6

Western Conn.

OCT. 13

Plymouth State h. OCT. 20
Nichols College

OCT. 27

Curry College h*

Boston State

NOV. 3

NOV. 10

Mass. Maritime h NOV. 17

Sports
Equestrians

WELCOME BACK
To The Bridgewaters and to
The All New

CHARLIE CHARLIE'S
Ri. 106 & Laurel St. East

Bridgewat~r
serving luncheon & dinner.
specials Tuesday thur Sunday

378..3579

EntertainmentThursday thur Sunday

Every Week

Thursday: The Luke Wetherfield Show &Talent Night.
Friday:The Fabulous~pi-Dells
Saturday: Dancing at its 13est Sea ~ist
Sunday:Country-Western Night
Roger' Randall &the Robert Sisters
Best Pizza in town llam-llpm
BRING IN THIS AD FOR 50¢ CREDIT ON PITCHER OF BEER'
1 PER

CUSTOMER - I' PER PITCHER,

The B.S.C.;Equestrian Club was
a newly formeddu6incamplls last
year. Founded by Ann Pernice and
Betsy Lane, and advised by Mrs.
Judith Deep; the club has been off to
a great start. The Equestrians
. belong to the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association and compete in
region III horse shows. There are 32
colleges ,and universities in our
region. Some of the schools BSe
competes against are: American
International Col1ege, Smith
College, Mt. Holyoke, U-Mass,
~ S.M.U., Stonehill, Worcester State
College, and U. Conn.
BSC did exexceptionally well in
their first year of horse show
competition. Competing in the last
five horse shows, the Equestrians
gave strong performances. In their
last two shows they placed fifth out
of 25 competing schools. In the final
show each BSG competitor-placed
well. An' outstanding performance
for a new team. Under the coaching
of Mr. John Doughterity
Bridgdewater is expected to be even
strongerthis year.
The club not only competes in
,hQrse shows, but also offers
comprehensive riding instruction in
hunter seat equitation to its
members. Instruction is offered
from the beginner level through the
advanced level, in stable
management, and horse care as well
as equitation. som'e other
Equestrian Club activities have
be,en: trail rides, trail riding
instruction, films, and a cook-out.
These and other activities such as
guest speakers, hay rides, sleigh
rides., ,and field trips· ~re being
planned tor this ye(lr (lY/Y·80)
Any student. in the college
community is invited to join the
Equestrian Club regardless of skill,
or whether horse competition
desired. All that is needed is
an interest.in horses, and riding.
,.\,e"

,,'

,.j
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Pool Schedule Announced
MONDAYS:

WEDNESDA YS:

FRIDAYS

7:30-11;OOa.m.
3: 00-4:00p .m.
7:00-10:00p.m.

7:30-11:00a.m.
3:00-4:00p.m.

7 :30.. 11:00a.m.
3:00 .. 4:00p.m.
7;OO-9:00p.m.

TUESDAYS:

THURSDAYS

SATURDAYS:

7 :30-9:00a.m.
11:OO..Noon
3:00-4:00p.m.

7 :30..9:00a.m.

1:OO.. 4:00p.m.

7:OO-lO:OOp.m.

11:OO-Noon

SUNDAYS

3:00..4:00. pm
7:00-10:00p.m.

8:00-10:00p.m.

1:00.. 4:00p.m.

Sports Chat

CROSS COUNTRY
Back on the Roads

I

Hellol College football is upon us
and locally, the Bridgewater State
Bears will open on Sept. 22 at
Framingham State. Coach
Mazzaferro's squad looks to
improve on last 'years 3-6 record.
Framingham State was blanked in
their opener 22-0 by New
Haven ... Former Bear placekicker
Ernie Branco is alive and kicking,
thank you, for the unbeaten
Middleboro Cobras of the Eastern
Football League. Through the first
seven games he has kicked 12 extra
points and added 4 field goals.
While on the subject of college
football, a tip of the hat to departed
Coach Chuck Fairbanks. His
University of Colorado squad is 0-2.
And last week they were blitzed by
L.S.U. to the tune of 44-0. It was the
first time in 57 games that Colorado
ha~~~enshut out .. _Thesufprise of
the . young season has got to be
Wake Forest. Picked by PLAYBOY
Magazine as one of· the ten worst
teams in the country, Wake Forest
has won their first two games,
including a stunning 22-21 upset
over Georgia.

Here's a fit ericling to the
September slide, otherwise known
as the demise of our RedSox. In last
Sunday's game in Baltimore, Sox
pitching coach Al Jackson asked
pitcher Al Ripley if he could pitch_
Ripley replied "My arms killing me",
and Jackson didn't believe him!
Incredible! The end result was that
Ripley gave up three consecutive
"shots" to Oriole hitters ...Sox
owners better get on the stick and
negotiate with Bob Watson, who
becomes a free agent at the end of
the year. W?ltson, if you hadn't
noticed, has been the teams most
consistent performer the last half of
the season... Still on theR~d Sox the
record of the "Whiz kiqs" (Rainey,
Ripley, Finch, Tudor and
Remmerswaal) speaks for itself. The
combined stats are 10 wins, 11
losses and a 5.33 earned run
average_ .. Jim Dwyer got himself a
. spot in the record books. when he
pinch ran for Yaz after he hit
number 3000.
Captain Carl got his 3000thhit,
including the night before! Oh well,

Gary Allenson when he reaches the
magic number. Shalom!
Remember 8i1l Lee? He's is-10
with a 3.09 E.R.A. for the 1st place
Montreal Expos. He's also doing a
job with the bat, too. He is hitting
.200 with 8 RBI. That's more, folks,
than Stan Papi has. Recently, Expo
'Manager Dick Williams stated that
'1f I had to win one game to win the
pennant, I'd want Bill Lee out there
pitching." Are you listening, Don
Zimmer? I'd.just love to see him in
the World Series against those
Orioles ... My picks for post-season
awards go like this, National
League. ( Cy Young Award to Joe
Niekro of Houston, and MVP to Sf.
Louis slugger Keith Hernandez. In
the American League give the Cy
Young to Mike Flanagan (22 wins}of .
the Orioles and MVP to Teammate
Ken Singleton ... One final note, a
round of·· applause goes out. to
Bridgewater's own Gil Bliss as the
champion Yaz watcher. Gil, who
resides in Middleboro, took in three
of the four home games before
by Tony Costello

The Waltons'

make things happen this fall will
include Torn Cash from nearby
Randolph, Bob Lofergen, and
freshman sensation Ed McGill out of
Charlestown. This trio has been
very impressive in early practice
sessions, and opposing teams will be
certainly hard pressed to defeat all
three in a single meet.
The Running Bears will officially
open up their 1979 schedule with a
home meet against arch-rival
S.M.U.· The meet will start at 4:00
p.m. on Wednesday, September
19th. ·The race will start and end at
the tennis courts near Great Hill. So
let's get out there and support the
squad as it begins the climb towards
a championship year.

If the hard work and dedication

put forth in pre-season practice is
any indication of future success-the
1979 version of the Bridgewater
State College Cross-Country team
is for certain heaciing towards a
super fail season. As Senior
member Bill MacKinnon told me,
this year's squad looks "Very
Excellent"!
Leading the way for this seasons
1'5 man roster will be Coach John
Laverty_ Mr. Laverty brings several
years of coaching experience in
Cross-Country to B.S.C. and his
vast knowledge of the grueling sport
will no doubt be of great assistance
to the success of this year's team.
Top runners who are expected to

WRANEWS
The Women's Recreation
Association is still alive and well.
The reorganization of the Men's
Athletic Association and the WRAt
is underway and forging ahead
'twoards the January 1980 merger.
Until the actual merger takes place
though, each organization will
remain separate and' operate on its
own. Upcoming activities that the
WRA will continue to sponsor are a
bike trip to Martha's Vineyard,
Patriots games, Freshmen Follies
for the women and of course
intramurals for. everyone. ln order
. fpr these activities to get off the

ground we need your support. If
anyone is interested in becoming a
member of the WRA's Recreation
Council, please contact me by
leaving your name, address or
extension in the WRA mailbox in
the SU info. booth. As a member of
our Recreation Council each one of
you would become an integral part
in the successful operation of our
organization. Join the fun. Be an
active member of the WRA.
Sincerely,
Sharon Rogerson
Pres. of W.R.A .

VamahaXS7S'O

• • •

WE HAVE'EVERALI'7'

42 Central Square

Bridgewater
6.97-8939
Home Cooked Meals

XS 650cc SPECIALS·ON SALE
XS 750cc SPECIALS,
XSilOOcc SPECIALs READY FOR YOU

STAN'l£Y'S~'

MomR SALES

100. WEST GR9VE STREET (Route 21)
MIDDLEBORO, ·MAssACHUSEnS

-. (617) 947-1217 ..

02'46

